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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE RE~TRICTED REPORT 
FLIGHT TESTS OF THE THEAMAL ICE-PREVENTION 
E~UIPMENT ON THE ~-17F AIRPLANE 
By Bonne C. Look 
SU MMARY 
Performance tests of the thermal ice-prevention 
equipment, develope d for the B-17F airplane by the Ames 
Aeronautical Laboratory, have been conducted at the NACA 
Ice Research Project, Min neapolis, Minn" in cooperation 
with the Materiel Commaad. U.S. Army Air Forces. Temper-
atures of the heated surfaces, struc ure, and circulating 
air and the air-flow rate and quantity of heat through 
the system were obtained during flights in dry air (no 
visible mOisture) and in natural icing conditions. Obser-
vational and photographic qata were obtained of the sus-
ceptibility of the protected and unprotected areas of the 
airplane to ice formations. 
The performance tests of the thermal ice-prevention 
equipment indicated that, with a fe w exceptions, satis-
factory protection was provided for all protected sur-
faces. The heat supplied to the empennage was not suffi-
cient to provide complete protection in the most severe 
icing conditions encountered, and the wing tips were sub-
ject to iCing. For all parts of the airplane where the 
design specifications were realized, protection was pro -
vided by the thermal ice-prevention equipment without ap-
parent deleterious thermal effects on the structure . 
Where the specifications ere not satisfied, the system 
failed to prevent completely the formation of ice. It was 
further substantiated by the results of the reported 
tests that sufficient data are available for the design 
of thermal ice-prevention equipment for airplanes which 
will provide protection from icing. 
INTRODUCTION 
For the past several years the NACA has been exten-
sively engaged in an investigation of the prevention of 
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ice formation on airplanes b y the use of thermal ice-
p reve ntion equipment utilizing the heat of the ex~aust 
gases from the airplane:s engines. As a part of this 
program, the AAL has ~esigned and tested thermal ice-
prevention equipment on a Lockheed l2A air?lane (refer-
ence 1) and on a Consolidated B-24D airplane (reference 
2). Also9 at the request of the Materiel Command, U.S, 
Arm y Air Forces, the AAL has devel,ped a thermal ice-
prevention system for the B oein g B-17F airplane. A de-
scription of this design . an outline of the design anal-
ysis, and a presentat ion and discussio~ of flight-test 
thermal data secured in dry air are reported in reference 
3 . 
The fli ght e~ts of the thermal ice-prevention equip-
ment on the B-17F airplane reported herein have been con-
ducted in natural iCing conditi ons for the purpose of 
suppJ.ementing the flight tests des c ribed in reference 3, 
to study the operation o! the ice-p revent jo n system in 
icing conditions and to obtain thermal data which may 
assist in extending the develop ment and use of this type 
of equipment. The flight operations were conducted at 
the NACA Ice Researcn Project , Minneapolis, Minn., during 
the months of January, Fetruary, and Ma rch,1943 . Flights 
were planned with the cooperation of the U.S. Wea ther 
Bureau and the Northwest Airlines dispatch office. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ICE-PREVENTION 3~UIPMENT 
The B-17F airplane equi pp e d with the thermal ice-
prevention system is illustrated in figure 1 . Figure 2 
is the gen~ral layout of the installation whi ch is de-
scribed in detail in reference 3 , The details of the 
ice-prevention system design for the wing and empennage 
are shown in figures 3 to 70 T~e instrumeiltation of the 
equipme nt Was the same as reporte d in reference 3; how-
ever, the exhaust-gas tern?sratures were Lot obtained for 
the tests co ndu cted at the Ice Research Project. The 
thermocouple and venturi -meter locati ons are shown in 
figure 8. All temperatures were determined with iron-
constantan thermocouples and a Lewis direct-reaiing po-
tentiometer. 
Facilities for he at ing the pilot's and copilot's 
windshields were not included in the ice-prevention 
eqUipment installed at the AAL because an extensive in-
vestigation was being conduc ted elsewhere by the Army Air 
• 
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Forceso The need of a windshield heating system became 
apparent, however, after the initial flights in iCing 
conditions had been made. Henc€, a temporary heating 
system for the pilotrs windshield was installed which 
utilized the service windshield and defrosting installa-
tion. The service windshield consisted of two pane s of 
glass with an approximate 3/S-inch gap between, main-
tained by a plastic spacer around the edges of the glass. 
The defroster located at the forward lower corner of the 
windshield directed heated a ir, supplied by the service 
cabin-heating system, against the inner surface of the 
inner pane of glass" Slots were ~ut in the forward and 
aft plastic spacers of the windshield and the defroster 
outlet was replaced with a distribution header to direct 
the heated air in 0 the forward slot. The normal flow of 
heated air to the defroster was incre a sed by the instal-
lation of a small blower, driven by a l-hor epo\ er elec-
tric motor, in the supply duct. The air passed between 
the two panes of glass and exhausted into the p ilot's 
compartment through the slot in the aft edge of the wind-
shield. Two thermocou~les were installed in the system; 
one in the heated-air supply duct at the inlet side of 
the blower and One in the windshield air-exit gap. A 
method of obtaining the heated-air flow rate was not 
available. 
A strut to serve as an unprotected surface for the 
observation of ice accumulatio~s by the flight personnel 
was mounted on the left side of the fuselage at the aft 
edge of the radio compartmqnt window. The use of an ice 
indicator which would automatically control the ice-
prevention system had been considered, but was not em-
ployed on the test airplane . 
The liaison radio service antenna lead-in wire, 
which extended from the upper surface of the left wing to 
the left side of the fuselage in a direction approximate-
ly 45 0 to the air stream, was replaced with a rubber-
covered 1/16-inch steel cable to decrease the effect of 
preCipitation static on radio communication and withstand 
the loads imposed by heavy formation s of ice . 
TESTS 
In general, the procedure fallowed during the icing 
flights was to make first a preliminary vertical and 
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horizontal trRverse of the region of probable icing to 
establish the boundaries of the icing area, and t o aeter -
mine the severity of the icing condition. After the pre-
liminary survey was co ~p leted, the airplane Was flown in 
th o i cing region for a sufficient length of time to allow 
complete observations to be made of the operation of the 
th e rmal ice- prevention equipment . A total of seve n 
flights in icing conditions a~d two in dry air Was con-
ducted . During four of the flights in icing conditions 
and the two in dry air , temperatures of the heated sur-
faces, structure, and c ir culating air were obtained. The 
air-flow r ate and quantity of heat through the system were 
also determined. Obs ervational and photographic data of 
the protection afforded by th3 thermal ice-prevention 
system were ob tain&d duri ng a ll the icin~ fliehts. 
During th e majority of t he flights in icing regions 
the engines were operat ed at cruising-p ower conditions of 
approximately 28 inches of mercury manifold pressure and 
1800 rpm engine speed . To investiga te the effect of an 
increase in engine power on the op e ration of the ice-
prevention e<luipment , on e test \~as made at engine T)ower 
conditions of appr oximately 31 inches of mercury manifo ld 
pressure and 2100 rp m engine speed. 
The airp lane Was ins~ect e d after each flight in 
order to note ice a ccumulations on airplane parts not 
visible to the observers during flight and to study the 
formation of ico still adhering to the airplane. 
RESULTS 
The conditions under which the tests were conducted 
are shown in table I . Vari ations in the rr>te of icing on 
different parts of the airplane madG it impossible to de-
fine accurately the severity of the icing for the various 
condi tions . A designation of th e severity of tho icing 
conditions, arbitrarily chosen to provide a means for 
comparing flights, has been included in table I. The 
lightest icinG condition encountered has been designated 
as 1 and tho most severe condition as 4. Flight , en-
g ine, and thermal data, which were taken for seven t e st 
conditions , are presented in tables II, III, and IV. 
Complete thermal data wore not obtained during test 1; 
however , the data obt ained have been included because the 
lowest temperature icing was encountered on this flight, 
r 
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and a comparison of these data with the data taken during 
other flights is believed to be of interest. The thermal 
data include the quantity of heat supplied by the ex-
changers and the temperatures of the circulating air, 
heated surfaces, and structure. The chordwise distribu-
tion of the wing outer-panel skin temperature rise is 
presented in figures 9 to 15 for the seven tests. The 
thermocouple designations given in the tables correspo nd 
to those shown in figure 8. In the interpretation of the 
thermal data the installation details described in refer-
ence 3 should be considered . From laboratory tpst ~ of 
air and skin thermocouple installations which were simi-
lar to those used on the R-17F airplRne, it was found 
that under dry-air conditions the maximum error indicated 
for ~~e air temperatures was ±3° F and the error of the 
skin temperatures was from 0 0 to SO F. 
The wing outer panels from stati ons 1 9A to 33 were 
free from ice formations during all the icing condi-
tions encountered. Ice formed on the wing-tip leading 
ed g es during all the icing flights. The unheated l~nding­
light cover and the leading ed g e at the wing splic9 ac-
cumulated ice as shown in figure 16. Figures 17 and 18 
are photographs of the right and left wing inner panels 
and illustrate the partial protection afforded the right 
wing inner panel, between nacelles 3 and 4, by the ice-
prevention system " 
The heating installation for the carburetor and 
intercooler air inlets for nacelle 4 was not satisfactory~ 
All the air inlets located in the wing leading edge and 
the elbow in the ducts from the carbureto r and inter-
cooler inlets, visible from the inle t , accumul ated 1ce. 
(See figs. 19, 20, and 21.) During the flights in icing 
the operation of the engines did not appear to be af-
fected by the observed icing of the inlets. 
The ice-prevention system in th~ empennage ?revented 
severe accumula ions of ice, but several regions On the 
heated leading edge and aft of the heated portion of the 
vertical and horizontal stabilizers were not adequately 
heated to provide complete protectio n during all icing 
conditions encountered, as shown in figures 22 to 30. 
The report of the pilots indicated that the ice accumula -
tions did not noticeably affect the stability or the con-
trol of the airplane during flight in the icing condi-
tionso 
l 
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The partial protection afforded the pilot's wind-
shield by the temporary heating system is illustrated in 
figuTes .31 to 34. The lower portion of the windshield 
was protected at all times, as shown in the figure~, and 
provided a clear area £or the pilot IS use, Observations 
of the iCing of the windows during flight are presented 
in tables V and VI. 
The heating provided for the heat-exchanger inlets 
prevented ice formation during all e~cept the most severe 
icing cond it ions. 
Ice accumulations on unprotected surfaces of the air-
plane are shown in figures 35 to 46. The unheated por-
tions of the wing leading edge, the engine cowls, the 
front of the fuselage, the upper and ball gun tUTrets, 
and the housings for the fuel booster pumps and the loop 
antenna accumulated ice. Forma t ions of ice were also ob-
served durin g the more severe condi tions on the fuselage 
brazier-head rivets aft of the radio compartment, and on 
the running and identification lights on the dorsal finn 
Several small crac ks were found at the for ard end 
of the heat exchanger whi ch was installed in nacelle 1. 
This was the only evidence of failure observed when the 
ice-prevention s y stem was inspected after testing had 
been co mpleted . 
DISCUSSION 
The test airplane was flown in icing conditions for 
a total of 9~4 hours. The ice-prevention e~uipment pro-
vided sufficient prote ctio n to allow extended flights to 
be made in all icing co nditions encountered . ICing was 
encountered at temperatures of -1 0 to 13 0 F and 20 0 to 
30 0 F, and at a maximum altitude of 12,000 feet. The 
maximum altitude at whi ch thermal data were obtained was 
9500 feet. 
The susceptibility of unprotected surfaces of the 
airplane to icing is illustrated in f i gu. res 20, 27, 33, 
42, and 43. The ice accumulations sho wn resulted from 
limited flight in iCing conditi ons and indlcate the ne-
cessity of providing protection for airplanes to be flown 
in inclement weather. 
• 
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During te~ts 4 and 5, in which the mOst severe icing 
conditions were encountered, a 20- to 25-mile-per-hour d e-
crease in indicated ai 'speed was observed for a constant 
engine power condition. This decrease in airspeed was 
not only evidenced Dy the airspeed indicator, but al~o by 
a decrease of the air-flow rate through tht ice-prevention 
system, which resulted in an observed increase of the 
heated-air temperature. It is probable that the ice aC-
cumulations On the unprvtected or insufficiently heated 
parts of the airplane cauRed this decrease in airspeed . 
Wing Outer Panel 
The ice-prevention equi pment for the wing outer 
panel from stations 19A to 33 consisted of corrug ated 
sheets attached to the outer skin which directed the 
heated air against the inner face of the wing s k in, The 
corrugated sheets, separated at the leading edge to pro-
vide an opening for the heated air to enter the chord-
wise passages, terminated at approximately 15 percent of 
the wing c hord . After flowing through the chordwise pas-
sages the heated air passed lnto the interior of the wing 
and discharged through the aileron gap . 
Visual observations made during flight and immedi-
ately after landing indicated that the wing outer panel 
was protected from ice accumulations at all times during 
the tests. It was not possible to obtain any photographs 
of the condition of the wing outer panel during flight; 
however, an example of ice formation on an unheated re-
g ion of the wing leading edge, which was accumulated dur-
ing test 7, is shown in figure 16. This ice formation is 
on the right landing-light cover and extends over the un-
heated leading edge at the wing splice. The heated lead-
ing edge may be observed to be completely clear of ice u 
The heating equipment was frequently employed during take-
off and climb without visible damage to tne wing structure 
or heating e quipment . 
Thermal data for the wing outer panel, taken during 
five flights in icing conditions and two flights in dry 
air l are given in table III . During the flights in icing 
conditions the maximum structure temperature observed was 
124 0 F, corresponding to a temperature rise above ambient 
air 07 100 0 F. The highest structure temperature ob-
served, 162 0 F. Or 122 0 F above ambient air temperature, 
1 
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was recorded during previously reported dry-air fli ghts 
in the vi c inity of Moffett Field, Calif. I (reference 3 ) 
for level flight at 10,000 feet pressure altitude when 
the temperatures of the heated and ambient air were 
higher than for any condition encountered during the 
testing in the vicinity of Minneapolis, Minn. 
The design of the ice-prevention system was based 
upon a spanwise air temperature drop of 40 0 F. For the 
icing flights the average span lise air temperature drop 
between stations 22¥a and 33 was 49 0 F and for the dry-
air flights was 34 0 F. The reversal of the spanwise gra-
dient of the heated air and skin temperatures between 
stations 22Va and 20 was probably due to the method by 
which the heated region between stations 20 and 21 w~s 
supplied with heated air (fig. 3) . 
The average wing outer -panel skin temperature rise 
forward of the 15-percent-chord point varied froD approx-
imately 50 0 to 70 0 F for the fli ghts in iCing conditions, 
and was approximately 20 0 F for the flights in dry air. 
It was observed that the lowest value of the average tem-
perature rise of the wing outer-panel leading ed g e was 
obtained in the most severe icing conditions (tests 4 and 
5). The data for these tests indicate that the increase 
of engine power resulted in a 50 'F increase of the aver-
age skin temperature rise of the forward 15 percent of 
the wing outer panel. 
An approximation of the heat flow through the fo r-
ward 15 percent of the wing outer-p an el skin was deter-
mined from the average air te mp erature drop through the 
chordwise passages and the air-flow rate to the wing 
outer panel. ~he approximate heat flo~ through the skin 
per square foot of wing leading-edg e surface, the differ-
ence between the average temperature of the heated air in 
the corrugations and the ambient air temperature, and the 
average velocity of the air passing t hr ough the chordwise 
passages are p resented for tests 3, 4, 5, and 7 . 
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The data recorded during flight in icing conditions 
(tests 3, 4, and 7) i~dicate that the wing outer panel 
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was protected with a total heat flow through the wing 
leading-edge surface of approximately 82,000 Btu per hOUT, 
which was approximately 50 percent of the total heat sup-
plied to the leading-edge system and provided an average 
skin teaperature rise forward of the l5-percent-chord 
point of from 50 0 to 70 0 F. The total heat flow through 
the wing leading-edge surface was practically constant 
for the same engine power conditions during the dry-air 
and icing flights, but thA skin temperature rise was 10 0 
to 30 0 F gr eater during the dr y -air flights than during 
the icing flights, 
'wing Tip 
The heated air for the wing tip wa~ obtained from 
the in t erior of the wing outer panel after flowing through 
the leading-edge chordwise passages . The air entered a 
gap between the wing skin and aa added outer skin through 
holes in the leading ed g e of the inner skin and discharged 
at the end of the double-skin region on the upper and 
lower wing surfaces ( fig. 4), 
The protection afforded by tt~ vi~g-tip system was 
not sufficient to prevent t he formation of ice on the 
leading edge. Accumulations of ice were observed on tha 
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wing tips during every flight in icing conditions, The 
thermal data obtain ed for the wing tip, given in table 
III, indicate that the average skin temp erature rise of 
the heated leading-edge surface was approximately 20° F 
during the icing flights and 35 0 F during the dry-air 
flights. 
The previously reported tests of the ice-prevention 
system (reference 3) indicated that the protection pro-
vided f or the wing tips might be inadequate, but the ur-
gency of testing the equipment in icing cond itions pre-
vented altering the system. It is probable that the use 
of air which had first been passed through t~e wing 
leading-edge system and the absence of ducting to direct 
the air to the wing-tip leading edge were responsible for 
the failure o f the ice-prevention system to protect the 
wing tipso 
Wing I nne r Panel 
The ice-prevention system for the wing inner panel 
consisted of an inner skin attached to the wing skin ex-
tending over the forward 4 percent of the leading edge, 
top and bottom, to direct the heated air against the in-
ner face of the wing skin. The heated air was admitted 
into the gap between the outer and inner skins at the 
lower surface of the wing and was discharged into the 
wing interior at the gap outlet on the upper surface. 
The supply of heated air for the right wing inner panel 
Was obtained from tbe heat exchanger in nacelle 3. The 
left wing inner panel was revised in the same manner as 
the right wing, but was not connected to a supply of 
heated air , pending the possible in stallation of a heat 
exchan ger in nacelle 2. Prote ction was not provided for 
the oil~cooler inlets located in the wing inner-panel 
leading edge adjacent to the engine acelles. 
The upper surf a ce of the wing inner panel was visi-
ble during flight, and li ght accumulations of ice were 
observed in this region during tests 4, 5, and 7. Figure 
17 is a photograph of the h eated region of the wing inne r 
panel visible during test 7. Most of the ice a ccumula-
tion shown has formed on the oi l-cooler inlet for engine 
4 and not On the heated region of the wing leading edgen 
The oil-cooler inlet Was observed to accumulate ice dur-
ing every flight in icing conditions. Figure 18 sh ows 
the unheated wing i nner panel bet een necelles 1 and 2 
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during the flight when figure 17 was obtained . A compar-
ison of these two figures illustrates the degree of pro -
tection afforded b y the heating system in the right wing 
inner pa~el, 
The air temperature at the entrance to t~e double-
skin re g Ion and at the heated-air exit gap, and the sK1n 
temperatures at one wing station are given in table IV 
for the heated wing leading edge between nacelles 3 and 
4. The skin-temperature data indicate a con siderable 
chordwise temperature drop from the lower to the upper 
surface of the heat ed region, in the dir e ction of air 
flow, vary ing from approximately 70 0 to 110 0 F. The av-
erage value of the skin-temperature rise varied from 35 0 
to 65 0 F, the lowest values being obtained durin g the 
most severe iCiLg conditio ns (test~ 4 and 5). 
The degr ee of protection af forded by the test instal-
lation indicates that this design may prove satisfactory 
if the gap between th e outer and inner skins was increased 
or tap ered in order to decrease the heat lost by the air 
to the wing lower surfa ce. The application of an instal-
lation similar to that employed in the wing outer panel 
would insur e a more sa t isfactory temperature distribution, 
and although it might involve installatio n difficulties 
not encountered in the test airplane, the resulting sys -
tem would be superior, 
Carburetor and Intercooler Inle ts 
An experi mental ice-p revention installation was 
provided for the lower lips only of the carburetor and 
intercooler air inlets for engine 4. Heated air was di-
rected against the lower edges of the inlet openings 
through flattened outlets of a l-inch-diameter branch 
from the supply duct to the wing outer panel. 
The heated inlets were not visible to the flight 
personnel during flight, ~u t ice accuDulations were ob-
served on these inlets af ter landing, similar to the for-
mations shown in figure 19, which is a photograph of the 
intercooler ai~ inlet for engine 1. Figures 20 and 21 
show further exauples of ice accretions on the air inlets. 
An accumulation of ice in the elbow of the ducts leading 
from the air inlets in the wing leading edge to the en -
gines was observed after most of the icing flights. The 
most severe accumulations were observed after landing 
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from teat 7, at which ti~e figure 19 WaR obtained and 
shows ice on the turning vanes in the duct elbow, aft of 
the inlet. During flights ice was observed to accumulate 
on the inlets of the oil coolers to the pxtent that the 
inlet area Was decreased to approximately one-half the 
Lormal area. The ice accumulated On the inlets did not 
appear to affect the operation of the engines during the 
. reported limited flights in icing conditions, Ho~ever, 
during extended operation in incl ement weather, it is 
probable that the inlets may become sufficiently obstructed 
with ice to prevent desired oil cooling and eliminate the 
carburetor and intercooler inlets as a source of air. 
The instrumentation of the heated carburetor and 
intercooler inlet s for engine 4 consisted of one thermo-
coupl e on the lower edge of each intake. The skin tem -
peratures recorded during flight indicate a temperature 
rise of approximately 20 0 to 40 0 F during icing co n di-
tions, and 30 0 to 40 0 F in dry-air conditjons (table III). 
The results of the flight tests indicate that the 
experimental heating system pr ovid ed for the carburetor 
and intercooler inlets of engine 4 was ~nsatisfactory. 
It is probable that an installation which provides for 
directing heated air against the entire i nle t, instead of 
the lower portion only, to achieve a skin temperature 
rise comparable to that maintained on the leading-edge 
surface of the wing outer panel, will prevent the accumu-
lation of ice on the inlets. 
Ho rizon tal Stabilizer 
The ice-prevention installation on the horizontal 
stabilizer utilized an outer skin attached to the stabi-
lizer skin to provide a passage for heated air . The air 
entered the gap betweon the inner and outer skins through 
holes in the leadlng sJge of the inn ar skin , and Was dis-
charged at the en d 0: t he double-skin region On the upper 
and lcwer surfaces of the stabilizer. The desicn of th e 
horizontal stabilizer ice -pr even Li on s~stec Was based 
upon a heated-air temperature of 250 0 F and an average 
skin temperature rise- of 90 0 F at an altitude of 18,000 
feet. As reported in r eferen ce 3 these design values 
were not realized during the tests of the equipment at 
Mo ffett Field, Calif., but in view of the limited time 
available for completjon of the installation, the system 
was not altered to meet the design specification. 
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During all the icing flights the heating system pre-
vented the accumulation of ice on the major portion of the 
heated region. The areas of the leading edge which were 
not adequately protected to prevent the accumulation of 
ice during all conditions were at the tip, at midspan, 
and about 10 inches of the leading edge at the junction 
of the horizontal stabilizer and fuselage. The exten t to 
which the horizontal stabilizer accumulated ice is shown 
in figures 22 , 23, and 24. In the most severe icing con-
ditions (tests 4 and 5) ice wa~ observed to form on the 
aft region of the heated double-skin and on the upper and 
lower surfaces of the horizontal stabiJizer aft of the 
heated leading edge (figs. 23, 24, and 25). 
Figure 26 is a photograph of the left horizontal sta-
bilizer showing ice formation on the tip, which was the 
only part of the stabilizer to accumulate ice during test 
7. Figure 27, a photograph of ice formation On the right 
horizontal stabilizer t~p taken after landing from test 7, 
shows the ice formation extending beyond the heated por-
tion of the leading edge almost to the point of tangency 
with the air flow. Ice accumulated on the extreme tips 
of the stabilizer during every flight in icing, indicat-
ing that the heated region should be extended completely 
around the forbard facing curve of the tip. 
The ice formations which accumulated on the leading 
edge of the horizontal stabilizer were found to be at the 
inboard, midspan, and tip regions where the distribution 
duct had been discontinued and the heated air discharged 
into a chamber through a l-inch-diameter ho]e in the end 
of the duct (fig. 6), The thermocouples which indicated 
the leading-edge skIn temperatures were located in or 
near the regions where ice accumulated and, therefore, 
may not give a true indication of the te~perature rise 
of the protected portion of the lead' n g eJg e. The ther-
mal data, g i ven in tab Je I V for the horizontal stabilizer, 
show an average skin t emperat re rise for the leading 
edge of ap p roximately 30 0 F for tests 1, 3, 4, and 5, and 
65 0 F for test 7. During the dry-air flights (t e sts 2 and 
6) the average skin temperature rise '-a Q approxi n ately 
40 0 F. The increase in engine power conditions (test 5) 
did not materially affect the skin temper a ture rise or 
the degree of protection afforded by the ice-prevention 
system. The heated-air flow rate to the horizontal sta-
bilizer was not obtained, but the total weight of air 
supplied to the empennage group wa~ determined and the 
distribution of the air to the horizontal and vertical 
stabilizers was based upon the skin temperature rises. 
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The protection of the horizontal stabilizer probably 
would be improved by an increase in the quantity of heat 
supplied and an alteration of the distribution system at 
th e tipo midspan, and inboard sections of the leading 
edge to conform to the system used in the protected re-
gions. 
Vertical Stabilizer 
The vertical stabilizer leading edge was heated in a 
manner similar to the horizontal stabilizer. Heated air 
was admitted into a gap , formed by the ver t ical stabilizer 
skin and ,an added outer skin. through holes in the lead-
ing edge of the inner skin and disc harge d from the gap at 
the end of the double-skin region o n both sides of th e 
stabilizer, The dorsal and fin systems were essentially 
separate, being divided at their junction whi ch was not 
prov1ded with a double skin (fi g. 7). 
In the preliminary dry-air tests of the ice-preven-
tion equipment, reported in reference 3. it Was found 
tha t the heating of the vert i cal stabilizer was below the 
design value, but not to a serious degree. The results 
of the flight tests in icing indicate that three small 
areas of the leading edge were not sufficiently heated~ 
The unsatisfactorily protected regions of the vertical 
stabilizer are shown in figures 28, 29 p and 30, whi ch 
were obtained during icing flights of tests 4, 5, and 7~ 
The ice on the leading edge at a point approximately mid-
way between the base and the top of the vertical stabi-
lizer is in the vicinity of the dorsal and fin junction o 
Ice formations aft of the heated leading edge, which are 
visible on both sides of the vertical stabilizer in fig-
ures 28 and 29 9 were obse rve d only during the most severe 
icing conditions of tests 4 and 5. The increase in en-
gine power for test 5 did not produce any apparent change 
in the degree of protection afforded by the ice-prevention 
system for the vertical stabilizer. 
The brazier-head rivets in the forward portion of 
the dorsal and top of fuselage, and the lights i n the 
do r sal leading edge accumulated ice as shown in figures 
28, 29, and 30. Th ese ice accumul at ions probably con-
tributed to the decrease in airspeed recorded during 
tests 4 and 5. Although the heating of th e entire lead-
ing edge of the dorsal seems impractical, figure 29 il-
lustrates the desirability of extending the h eated 
double skin at least I foot farther forward on the dorsal. 
-- - ._---- -------~ ----1 
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The thermal data for the vertical stabilizer, given 
in table IV, indicate that the heat distribution along 
the leading edge was not satisfactory. The average 
leading-edge skin temperature rise for testA 3, 4, and 5 
varied from approximately 40 0 F on the dorsal to 100 F on 
the fin tip and for test 7 from 60 0 F On the dorsal to 
20 0 F on the fin tip. For the dry-air flights, tests 2 
and 6, the average skin temperature rise was approximately 
fO o F on the dorsal and 15 0 F On the fin tip. During all 
tests the highest skin temperature rise was recorded at 
the lowe st measuring station on the fin leading edge. 
The air-flow rate to the vertical stabilizer was not ob-
tained, but the total amount of heated air suppli ed to 
the empennage was determined. 
The heating of the fin tip might be improved by elim-
inating the bypass duct in the fi n distribution system 
and utilizing the le ad ing-edge duct system throughout. 
An increase in the quant ity of heat supplied t o the ver-
tical stabilizer probably would prevent the accu~ulation 
of ice aft of the leau ing edge and provida p~otection for 
the leading edge at the dorsal and fin junction. 
Wi ndshield 
The pilot's heat~d windshield, adapted from the serv-
ice windshield and defrosting system, was protected from 
ice accumulations on the lower portion, as Rhown in fig-
ures 31 and 32. Figure 33 is a view of the windshield 
exterior, obtained from the aft top window of the bombard-
ier's compartment during test 3, and illustrates the sus -
ceptibility of the windshield to icing. Although the 
pilot's windshield was not completely protected during 
flight in icing conditions, it was observed to clear more 
rapidl y than did the unheated copilot1s windshield when 
the airplane was flown out of the icing conditions, as 
shown in figure 34. 
Visual observations of the windshield during tests 
3, 4, and 5 are presented in tables V and vI. The aver-
age temperature of the heated air supplied to the wind-
shield was approximately 1800 F, and several measurements 
of the air at the outlet gap indicated an average temper-
ature of approximately 120 0 F. 
Although an increase in the quantity of heated air 
supplied to the pilot's windshield might have provided 
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more complete protection, the results of the test indicate 
that the adaption of the service windshield and defrost-
ing system would not produce an installation which would 
be satisfactory for all iCing conditions. It is probable 
that? by decreasing the gap between the two panes of 
glass 9 a satisfactory heated windshield might be developed 
which utilizes the same source of heated air as · did the 
reported temporary installation. 
Windows 
The pilet's windshield WRS the onl~ window provided 
with a systen to prevent accumulation of ice. The bomb-
sight window WaR a double-pane inqtallation similar to 
that originally pr0vided for the pilot's windshield, with 
a defroster located at the base of the windown to direct 
heated air a ainst the inner face of the inner pane of 
glass. Observations were made of the windows to deter-
mine the susceptibility to icing. The results of obser-
vations made during tests 3, 4, and 5 are given in tables 
V and VI . The iCing of the bomb - sight window was, in 
mast c~ses, SO intense that vision ~as completely ob-
structed o During the te ts the upper and ball gun tur-
rets were positioned with the sighting windo~s aft, and, 
therefore~ the ice accumulations noted are on the back of 
the turrets. These observations have been included be-
cause they show the amount of jce which may accumulate on 
the forward region of the turret. The ice accumulations 
noted On the gun turrets in tables V and VI probably 
would have obstructed vision completely if the gun-sight 
windOWS had been facing forward. The scattered iCing on 
the windows of the waist hatches and the tail gunner1s 
compartment was not as severe as the icing observed on 
the bomb-sight window and on the upper and ball turrets, 
but was sufficient to interfere with unobstructed vision 
through these regions. 
Photographs of the ice remaining on the upper ~un 
turret, On the ball turret, and on the front of the fuse-
lage, after landing from flight test 7, are presented in 
figures 35, 36, and 37, respectively . During flight, the 
ice extended over a greater area of the regions than is 
shown in the figures, but some of the ice Was lost after 
leaving the icing conditione The results of these obser-
vations indicated that protection should be provided for 
the windows used by the gunners. the bombardier, and the 
pilot if the airplane is to be successfully flown in in-
clement weather. 
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Engine Cowls 
The unprotected leading edge of the engine cowls ac-
cumulated ice during all tests. The iCing of the cowls 
during flight may be seen in figures 38 and 39, which 
were taken during test 3, and in figure 40, taken during 
test 7. The upper portion of the leading edge of the 
cowls did not accumulate as much ice as did the lower 
portion. It appeared that the engine heat provided par-
tial protection for the engine cowls. A heating system 
designed to utilize the engine heat probably would pro-
vide complete protection for the engine cowls. 
General 
In addition tQ the wing. em~en~age, fuselage, and 
engine cowls, unprotected objects, such as the airspeed-
head support mast s, t'le hO 'lsings for the loop antenna and 
the fuel booster pumps, and he drift sight were observed 
to be subject to icing. Figure 4~ is a photograph of ice 
formations accumulated during test 7 on the drift sight, 
the loop-antenna housing, and the left airspeed-head SU B -
port mast. The ice accumulations observed on the e un-
protected p=otrusions and on the rivets and running 
lights (figs. 28, 29, and 30) illustrate the extreme im-
portance of aerod~namic cleanness. 
The severity of iCing on the aiT~peed-head support 
mast is shown in figure 44. This figure is a photograph 
of the right airspeed-head mast taken at the same time 
figure 43 was obtained. The static-pressure openings in 
the airspeed head are located about 2~ inches forward of 
the support-mast leading edge . T~e ice accumulation 
shown in the figure extended to within lis of an inch 
from the static openings, and is an example of the ice 
formation accumulated during many of the flights. An aC-
cumulation of his magnitude was found to affect the air-
speed reading as much as 20 miles p6r hour at cruising-
power conditions. 
No attempt was made to prevent the accumulation of 
ice on the radio antennas. In figures 28, 29, and 30 ice 
formations may be seen On the antenna ire of the command 
radio. The rubber-covered steel ca~le which was in-
stalled in place of the service lead-in wire for the li-
aison radio accumulated ice as shown in figure 45. The 
scattering of ice on the antenna in figures 28, 29, and 
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30 was caused by vib ratio ns of the wire. whi. ch broke u-p 
the a ccumulation . The lead-in wire for th e liaison r adi o 
did not vibrate as hluch as di d the command-radi o antenna 
and, therefore , the ice fo r mation On this wire was only 
slightly broken up. (See f i g. 45.) Ice forma t ions On 
the co~mand - radio antenna were never as severe as the ac-
cretions on the lia i son-radio antenna lead-i n wire, whi ch 
may be attributed to the fact that the li ais on-radio an-
tenna le ad -in wire was approximately 45 0 F to th e slip-
stream and t he co mmand - radi o ante nna was approximately 
parallel to the slipstream. 
Ice \ \T h i ~ hac c u mu 1 ate d on the r a d i 0 ant en n as did not 
interfere with the operation of the radio. The metal 
shields installed forward of the lead - in antenna insula-
tors (fig. 46) preve~ted i ce fr om forming On the i nsula-
tQrs, and both the command-radio antenna and the liaison-
radio antenna lead-in wires succe s ufully carried the max-
i ~um ice formations wh ich accumulated during the fli gh tsn 
Figure 45 show3 the ice-indicating strut whi ch was 
mounted on the left side of the fuselage at the aft edge 
of the radio-compartme nt window. The ice forma~io n on 
the strut le ad ing edge was a ccumu l ated during test 7. 
Another illustra t ion of icing on the strut is ~hown in 
figure 46 . The ice formations shown on the strut illus-
trate the am ount o f ice wh i ch may accumulate on ~npro­
tected surfa c es during fl ight in ici ng conditions. The 
variation in thickness of the ice on the strut prvbably 
was due to int e rfe rence of the fuse lage. 
The t~o-position control valves for directing hea t ed 
ai r into t h e ice-prevention system or overbo a rd a fter 
passing through the heat excha nge r s fail ed to operate 
during many fli~hts du e to a mechanical f ailu re of the 
v alve plate and li nka ge mechanism. Ins pe ction revealed 
that th e contr ol motors operate d satisfactorily, but d i d 
not act uate th e va lve s be cau s e of the me c hanical failure 
of the linkage to t he valve plates. A more rigid con-
structi on of the valve assemblies probably would have pr e-
vented this failure? 
The ex~au st-gas-to-air heat ex c hangers us ed in the 
tests were extended surface-fi n type manu factured for the 
ice-prevention installation by the Stewart-~arner Cor po -
ration, and are described i n reference 3. The heat ex -
c han ger s were inspected during the testing a the Ice 
Res earch Project and no i ndi cati ons of failure were ob-
served. Af t er c omp letion of t ests the airplane wa 
----_~~~ _ _ __ ....J 
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returned to the A~L . An inspection revealed a fail ur e at 
the forward end of the heat exchanger in nacelle 1. When 
the inspection was made, the exchan g ers had been tested 
for a total of 70 hours, the last 15 hours having been 
added after the final inspection at the Ice Res earch 
Project. This observed failure of the heat exchanger 
consisted of several circumferential cracks in the wall 
at the forward end. Discoloration of the metal i~dicated 
that the exchanger had not been sufficiently cooled in 
the region where the cracks occurr ed. Stnce no signs of 
failure we re observed on the heat e x chan ge rs installed in 
nacelles 3 and 4, which were tested for the same length 
of time as was the exchanger in nacelle 1. it is believed 
that satisfactory distribution of cooling air would have 
prevented the failure of the exchange r installed in na -
celle 1. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are based on the results 
o f the reported flight tests of the thermal ice-prevention 
equipment installed on the B-17F airplane: 
10 In all parts of the ice-pr event ion equipment 
where the desi gn specifications were realized, they wer e 
demonstrated to be satisfactory and should prove adequate 
for any similar installation. Where the design specifi-
cations were not sa tisf ied, the system failed to prev ent 
completely the formation of ice. 
2. The results of the reported flight tests further 
substantiated the fact that sufficien data are availa -
ble for the design of thermal ice-prevention equipment 
for airplanes Mhich will provide protection from icings 
3~ Ample heat for ice prevention may be supplied 
without apparent deleterious thermal effects on the wing 
s t rue ture~ 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I.- FLIGHTS IN ICING CONDITIONS MADE IN THE B-17F AIRPLANE E~IPPED 
WITH A THERMAL ICE-PREVENTION SYSTEM 
Test number 1 ------- 1 ------ ~------ 3 4, · 5 7 
Date. . • • 2-23-43 2-24-43 3-3-43 3-4-43 3-13-43 3-14-43 3-27-43 
Time in icing 
condition, 
12- 1 hr. . . 
· · 
1/2 3/4 1/2 2 2 2z G 
Ambient-air 
temperature 
range during 20 to 27 -1 to 10 4 to g 9 to 11 24 to 30 24 to 30 9 to 13 
icing, OF • 
Altitude 3000 4000 to 4500 6000 300C 4000 9500 
range in to 5000 and to to to to to 
icing. it • 4300 8000 to 7000 7000 4000 4300 12,000 
10,000 
Severi ty of 
icing2 • 
· · 
2 1 1 2 3 4 2 
Type of ice Gla ze Rime Rime Rime Glaze Glaze Rime 
lFor reference to tables II, III, and IV. 
~Arbitrary index of icing severity; the least severe icing i s designated 
as 1, the most severe a s 4. 
1 
TABLE II. - FLIGHT AND ENGINE DATA RECORDED DURING FLIGHT TESTS OF THE B-17F AIRPLANE THERMAL ICE- PREVENTION EQ.UIPMENT t\.) 
t\.) 
Test number • · ... . . . . . 1 12 3 4 5 16 7 
- -
Condition . · . . . . . . . Level Level Level Level Level Level Level fli ght flight fl i ght fli ght fli ght flight fli ght 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-24-43 2- 24- 4.3 3-13-43 3-14-43 3-1 L!-43 3-18-43 3- 27- 43 
3:30 p.m. 4:15 p.m. 3.00 p.m. l:15 p .m. 2 : 00 p .m. 11:45 a .m . 12: 00 noon 
Time t hermal data \Vere t aken . • to to to to to to to  
4:00 p.m. 4 : 45 p.m. 3:45 p.m. 1;45 p .m. 2 : 30 p . m. 12:15 p.m. 12:30 p.m. 
Location .•• · . . . " . . . . Gr een Bay, Eau Claire, Eau Claire, Duluth, Duluth, Sioux "Falls, Benson, 
Wi s. Wis . Wis . Minn . Minn. S. Dak . Minn. 
Pressure altitude at which ther- 7500 to 
mal data were taken, ft ..•. 7100 4250 3850 4150 4000 4000 9500 
Ambient ai r temperature, OF •. 2-3 3-5 26 21- 27 23-26 17-19 12-13 
Corrected i ndi cated airspeed, mph 170-175 170 170 172-150 130-155 170 170 
Manifold pressure, in. Hg.: 
Engine 1 • . . • • • • • • . • • 27 28 27 · 5 23 31 23 28 
Engine 3 • • • . . , . . . . . . 27 23 28 28 31 28 23 
Engi ne 4 • • • • • • . . . . . . 27 23 23 23 31 28 23 
Engine spe ed , rpm : 
Engine 1 . • • • • . • • . . . • 1740 1740 1750 1750 2060 1640 1750 
- • 7 1300 1800 1300 1800 2100 1700 1800 .l!jng1.uG .J • . " • . . . . . . . . 
Engine 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • 1300 1300 1300 1300 2100 1700 1300 
1Flight in dry air. 
.. 
I • 
l.The nno-
couple 
number 
A40 
Ml 
A7 
A8 
A9 
Al4 
All 
A4 
~-~-
A6 
!,_1_3 
A)O 
AJ 
A2 
A3 
AI2 
.AG8 
876 
_875 
S25 
~}6 
827 
S28 
S29 
S30 
_5_31 
_5_39 
_520 
S21 
S2, 
TABLE II I 
RESULTS OF FLIGHT TESTS OF THE THERMAL ICE-PREVENTION EQUIPYENT 
IR8TALLED IN THE RIGHT WING OUTER PANEL OF THE B-17F AIRPLAHE 
Test numbe r 1 32 3 4 
Preasure a l titude. ft - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7500 4250 3850 4150 
Correoted indioated airspeed, mph - - - - - - - 175 170 170 112-150 
Ambient-air temperature, OF - - - - - - - - - - :5 4 26 24 
~Weight of air to outboard section, Ibfhr 
- - -
2540 2860 2860 2940-2420 
Temperature of air into Bo. 4 exoha_ng_er, OF - - 3 4 26 24 
Temperature of air out of No.4 exohang_er, "-~- 2_80 256 280 280-323 
Air tempera ture rise. u}/' 
---- - - - - - - -
277 251 254 256-299 
Heat to air, Btu(hr - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 169,000 17S,OOO 175,000 181,000 
Air temperaturea, Of I 174,000 
Air into gap. sta. 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 185 180 198 182 
Air at upper gap exit. ata. 20 
- - - - - - - - --
53 71 60 
Air at lower gap exit. sta. ZO --------
--
53 66 56 
Air in wing near aileron gap, ata. 20 - - - - -
--
30 40 35 
Air into gap. sta. ZZ-l/Z - - - - - - - - - - - ,Z8 ZZO Z45 243 
Air into gap. ate. 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 223 215 Z35 232 
Ai r a t uppe r gap exit, sta. 25 
- - - - - - - - --
76 93 84 
Air at lower gap exit. sta. 25 
- - - - - - - - --
102 1~~7 90 
Air in wing near aileron gap, sta. 24-1/2 - - -
--
40 47 45 
Air into gap , s ta. 29 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,13 209 2Z9 219 
Air into gap, sta. 33 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 195 190 Z06 192 
Air at up~r gap exit, sta. 33 
- - - - - - - - --
97 105 90 
Air at lower gap_ exit, sta. 33 
--- - - - - - --
97 107 90 
Air in wing near aileron gap, ata. SZ - - - - -
--
65 80 61 
Air i~~o gap, wing tip . ate. 35 - - - - - - - - -- 9} 97 B6 
Skin tempera tures , OF above ambient-air temp. 
I nte r oooler air-intake lip at 5" chord, ata.:Is! 
--
39 21 21 
Carburetor air-i ntake lip at 5" ohord, ata.l~ -- 28 21 21 
On nose, . ta . 20 
- - - - - - --- - - - - - -
110 110 60 54 
" ohor d, s t a. 20 Upper a t ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- 97 68 58 
Lower at 3 " chord. sta. 20 - - - - - - - - - - -- 93 56 42 
~ ohord, ste. 20 Upper at s: 
- - - - - - - - - - -
43 37 27 
Lower at s: ~ ohord, ata. 20 - - - - - - - - - - -- 60 40 25 
_Upper at 1~ chord, sta. 20 - - - - - - - - - -
--
~2 24 16 
Lower at 1~_ chord, sta. 20 - - - - - - - - - -
-
36 2_8 12 
Upper near al_1eron gal', ate . 20 - - - - - - - -
-
J_6 10 6 
On nose, .ta • 22-1f2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 175 113 156 119 
Upper at ;sr. ohord, ata. 22- 1/2 
- - .. - - - - - -
13~ 9~ 76 
Lower at ~~ chord. ata. 2Z-1/2 
- - - - - - - ~ -- 143 124 93 
5 41 6 7 
-4=' 
4000 4000 9500 
180-155 170 
--
25 18 13 
~3.D-2870 2820 2160 
25 18 13 
288-302 268 343 
263-277 2SO 330 
211,000 169 ,000 172,000 
192,000 
186 185 208 
55 64 58 
47 64 44 
39 41 35 
245 231 293 
237 221 272 
79 84 76 
78 121 80 
47 41 41 
227 214 255 
201 193 217 
94 100 85 
85 102 85 
69 73 69 
88 10, 65 
27 42 35 
27 39 41 
66 106 71 
66 77 78 
44 91 66 
31 45 41 
25 60 40 
20 32 29 
14 37 28 
G 16 20 
_154 J_64 177 
78 91 117 
113 138 129 
(G-Y 
S2~ Upper at 1~ chord, ata. 22-1/,2 - - - - - - - -
--824 Lower at 12% chord, ata. 22-1/2 - - - - - - - -
-S13 On nose, ata. 25 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T43 814 Upper at 4: ~ ohord, ata. 25 
- - - - - - - - - - 129 515 Lower at 4 ~ ohord, ata. 25 
-- - - - - - - - -
143 S16 Upper at f ~ chord, ata. 25 
- - - - - - - - - - 66 817 Lower at f ~ chord, ata. 25 - - - - - - - - - ... 103 S18 Upper at 13~ ohord, ata. 26 - - - - - - - - - - 52 S19 
" ohord, sta. 25 - - - - - - - - - -Lower at 1~ 73 552 Upper at 25 " chord, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--853 Lower at 26 ,. ohord, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--833 Upper at 35 ~ ohord, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--S34 Lower at 35 ~ chord, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--854 Upper at 5~ ohord, ata. ~4-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--S55 " chord, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -tower at 5Q 
--835 Upper at 65 " chord. ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--836 Lower at 6~ ~ chord. ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - - - -
--537 Upper near aileron gap, ata. 24-1/2 - - - - - -
--538 Lower near aileron gap, ata.24-1fi - - - - - -
--SB On noae. ata. 29 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T3T S9 Upper at 3% chord, ata. 29 
- - -- - - - - - - --S10 Lower at 3" ohord, ata. 29 
- - - - - - - - - - --5).1 Upper at 10;1' chord. ata. 29 - - - - - - - - - -
--812 Lower at 10;1' chord. ata. 29 - - - - - - - - - -
--81 On noae, ata. 33 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 101 S2 Upper at 3 " ohord, ata. 33 - - - - - - - - - - 131 53 Lower at 3 ~ ohord, sta. 33 
- - - - -- - - - - 101 84 " ohord, ata. 33 Upper at e: - - - - - - - - - - 67 85 " ohord, ata. 33 Lower at e: - - - - - - - - - - 103 56 Upper at 11 ~ chord. ata. 33 - - - - - - - - :: - 69 57 ~~~d.ata.~----------Lower at 11, 73 832 Upper at 65 r. ohord, ata. 32 - - - - - - - - - -
--S56 On noae. Wing tip, sta. 35 - - - - - - - - - - 31 S57 Upper, wing tip at ~ chord. sta. 35 
- - - - -
31 S58 Lower, wing tip at S~ ohord, sta. 35 
- - - - - 14 
Struoture te~eratures, or 
)(3 On rib at T.% ohord, ata. 20 - - - - - - - - - -
--~ Un rib at .",. chord, ata. 25 - - - - - - - - - -
--)(J. __ On _rib at ..:!!._c!l~_~d-,-_ata_.~3_3_~ - - - - - - - - -
--
lsumbera correapond to theMDocouple locations on figure 3. 
aFlights in dry air. 
3Me.aured at 5-inoh yunturi. 
59 
-107 
143 
126 
143 
66 
107 
51 
87 
27 
35 
22 
22 
17 
14 
17 
8 
13 
T3 
-rrr 
117 
134 
64 
106 
99 
133 
98 
66 
100 
65 
73 
22 
3S 
35 
17 
83 
no 
lOS 
54 46 
60 41 
1_29 89 
119 89 
~37 98 
60 49 
106 49 
47 ~8 
88 41 
z6 16 
14 12 
19 13 
14 7 
14 12 
6 7 
14 7 
6 5 
12 6 
8 4 
112 19 
110 85 
128 86 
66 51 
94 52 
88 61 
126 92 
92 78 
60 5~_ 
94 55 
60 48 
70 48 
19 13 
26 22 
25 21 
11 12 
90 BO 
l23 110 
110 95 
, A-23 . 
51 58 
43 101 
113 137 
97 117 
110 137 
55 63 
55 112 
43 52 
44 98 
19 30 
16 22 
18 27 
11 19 
13 23 
6 19 
11 12 
5 14 
5 21 
5 16 
92 122 
75 108 
101 130 
50 64 
54 104 
63 9B 
93 126 
74 94 
52 65 
52 99 
60 66 
44 77 
18 27 
19 46 
20 43 
7 ~3 
88 87 
124 118 
110 no 
65 
64 
113 
110 
120 
65 
69 
49 
55 
32 
26 
31 
21 
25 
17 
25 
1.7 
22 
16 
100 
101 
98 
61 
70 
78 
108 
96 
62 
69 
60 
51 
28 
22 
,,3 
12 
ti9 
Uti 
103 
f\) 
\.J1 
Thermo-
couple 
nUillber 
A42 
A39 
A38 
S7<& 
S7Z 
870 
S71 
S73 
)(11 
A35 
A36 
A37 
A32 
A33 
AM 
A29 
- A30 
A31 
-'lAlla IV 
RESULTS OF FLIGHI' TESTS OF THE THERMAL ICE-HCBVI5BTI01l I5QUIFWBl' IJISTALIBD 
Ii THE RIGHT WIW IIBER PABl5L AID '1'8E BMPERltAGE OF THE XB-l7F AIRPLAII5 
Teat D\1IIlber 1 12 3 4 5 
Presaure a1titudeJ . tt - - - - - - - - - - - - 75-1100 4250 15850 4150 4000 
Corrected .1~Joated Q1_rs~ed., mp~ - - - - - - 171) 170 170 I7Z-1S0 180-155 
Ambient-air temperature, up - - - - - - - - - 15 5 26 24 25 
'femperature ot' air out ot' .0. 3 exohanger, "7 l79 234 310 298-8" :504-319 
Air temperature riae, uF 
- -- - - - - - - -
276 229 284 274-Sl0 279-~i4 
·Wei,;ht ot air to empenna~e, 1b/hr - - - - - - 2200 ao20 2920 288().26CD !V}4, 2;.849. 
.Heat toa.1Jo.l'~. 3 exohan,;er. Btu/hr - - - 146,000 166 g0oo 199.000 190,,000 204,000 
'fling inner-panel air te~rtlturec, 0, It4.000 201,000 
In duct at 4~ ohord, ata_ 9 - - - - - - - - - 189 176 230 232 229 
At gap exit at 4% ohord. sta. 9 - - - - - - -
-
41 60 5<& 61 
Wing inner-panel akin tempera ture&, 
'7 above ambient-air tem~rature 
Lower at :5-1/2% chord, sta. 9 - - - - - - - - 103 81 10<l 85 70 
Lower at ~ ohord, ata. 9 - - - - - - - - - - 86 11 80 63 49 
On nOlle. ata. 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 67 60 57 41 43 
Upper at ~ ohord. sta. 9 - - - - - - - - - - 42 33 28 18 16 
Upper at 3-1/2% ohord. vta. 9 - - - - - - - - 24 .8. 14 2 - 2 
Wing inner-Enel IItruoture temperaturell, ~ 
On rib at 3~ ohord, ata. 9 
- --- - - - - - -- -
78 71 67 
Ri5ht stabilizer ai~ te~raturea. OF 
Air into gap, inboard llta. 
- - -- --- - -
64 60 116 122 125 
At upper gap exit. inboard &ta. - - - - - - - - 11 &> 26 29 
At lower gap exit. inboard .ta. - - - - - - -
--
19 49 46 50 
Air into gap, center sta. - - - - - - - - - - 77 70 106 106 104 
At upper gap exit, oenter ata. -------
-
:so 56 32 31 
At lower~aJ>.. exit. center ata. -------
-
55 77 68 76 
Air into gap, outboard ata . - - - - - - - - - 59 56 89 85 89 
U r at upper gap exit, outboard ata. 
- -- - --
27 ~5 44 i Z 
Air at lower gap exit, outboard eta. 
- -- - -
27 48 44 
.. ----.-!.6 __ 
16 
4000 
170 
19 
279 
260 
2980 
186.000 
208 
55 
104 
80 
64. 
44 
2:5 
77 
88 
29 
42 
J03 
67 
80 
86 
53 
_ .~ ._55. 
. £c-V ' 
7 
1\J 
~ 
9500 
--
IS 
:546 
3153 
2420 
194.000 
257 
57 
131 
97 
60 
30 
19 
77 
131 
23 
43 
.113 
73 
75 
93 
45 
50 
1 
(") 
o 
I:S 
~ 
..... 
~ 
p. 
o 
I:S 
I:S (I) 
~ 
~ 
i 
~ 
---
S67 
S68 
869 
362 
86~ 
864 
865 
866 
S59 
~60 
S61 
M10 
149 
M8 
A24 
A2S 
A26 
A27 
549 
550 
551 
M7 
Right atabi 1izer aki n temperatures, 
Op above atnbient-air temperature 
On nose, i nboard ata. ~ - - - - - - - - - - - 27 
Upper near a i r exit, inboard sta. - - - - - - 11 
Lower near air exit, inboard ata. - - - - - - 14 
On noae, center ata. 
- - - - - - -- - - - -
64 
Upper near air exi t, center ata. ------ 27 
Lower near air exit, oenter at •• ------ 47 
Upper at 2~ chord, center ata. - - - - - - -
--
Lower at 2(],1. chord, center ata. - - - - - - -
-
On noae, outboard ata. 
- - - - - - - - - - -
34 
Upper Dear air exit, outboard ata. -. - - - 21 
Lower near air exit, outboard sta. 
- - - - -
34' 
Ri~ht stabi1izGr atrueture tem~rature, Of 
On rib, inboard ata. 
-- - - - - - --- - - --
On rib, at midapan 
-- - - -- - - - - - - - -
On apar baffle, outboard ata. - - - - - - - -
--
Doreal air temE!ratures, OF 
Air into gap, bottom. ata. - - - - - - - - - - 202 
Air into ~p, top sta. 
- - - - - - - - - - -
124 
Air at lef't_ ~ap exit, top_ a ta • -.-----
-
Air at right~ap exit, top ata. - - - - - - -
--
Doraa1 akin temperaturGa, Op 
above ambient-air temE!raturG 
On noae, top sta. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49 
Lert skin near air exit, top ata. - - - - - - 37 
Right akin near air exit, top sta. 
- - - - -
44 
Dorsal atructure temperature l ~ 
On rib, top ata. 
-- -- - - - - - - -- - - --
27 27 25 
9 8 9 
15 20 20 
48 37 35 
32 26 9 
4~ 34 28 
10 8 0 
12 11 6 
41 n 50 
24 21 23 
S6 26 2~ 
32 66 66 
65 103 l~ 
30 67 5~ 
187 250 263 
111 174 187 
35 52 52 
25 48 28 
48 46 42 
35 44 14 
45 48 62 
82 n5 139 
27 
4 
21 
~2 
9 
~1 
4 
7 
40 
2 
31 
65 
106 
55 
268 
196 
56 
~3 
45 
12 
52 
146 
1t.- 23 
26 
5 
_lQ 
55 
45 
45 
6 
8 
60 
42 
44 
60 
103 
56 
230 
156 
63 
43 
59 
33 
56 
122 
53 
15 
27 
60 
44 
38 
14 
14 
65 
32 
32 
68 
112 
50 
--
200 
54 
39 
65 
53 
60 
151 
N 
-' 
TABLE IV (Concluded) 
~Thermo-
2.2 couple Test number r 1 3 4 
number 
I 
Fin air temE!!raturea, OF 
A15 Air into Kap, bottom ata. - - - - - - - - - - 184 169 222 235 
I A17 At right gap exit, bottom st a. 
------- --
74 100 39 
! A18 Air i nto gap, oente r sta. - - - - - - - - - - 88 83 123 130 
A19 At left gap exi t, center ata. - - - - - - - - -- 53 78 75 
AZO At right gap exit, center ata. 
------- --
29 52 36 
AZI Air into gap, top sta. 
- - - - - -- - - - -
25 26 52 51 
A22 At lett gap exit, top ata. 
- - - - - - - - - --
16 36 32 
AZ3 At right gap exit, top ata. - - - - - - - - - -- 17 44 36 
Fin skin t.mperature., °P abo... I 
ambient-air tem~rature 
S40 On nose, botton ata. - - - - - - - - - - - - 87 82 84 74 
_S_~ _~_~ skin near air eXit, bottom sta. - - - - -- 36 30 z~ 
S42 Right skin near air exit, bottom sta. - - - -
--
34 35 19 
S43 On nose, oenter IIta. 
- -- - - - - - - - - - 53 48 50 36 
S44 Left sk.in near air exit, center ste. 
-- - - --
40 41 36 
S45 Right skin near air exit, oenter ata. - - - -
--
30 37 22 
846 On noae, top sta. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17 16 15 12 
547 Left skin near air exit, top ata. - - - - - - -.. 15 13 9 
848 Right skin near ai r exit, top ata. 
- - - - -
-.- 10 J~ 9 
Fin struoturti tem~ratures! ClIp' 
1114 On spar baffle, bottom sta. - - - - - - - - -
-
32 60 69 
M5 On spar baffle, at midspan - - -_. - - - - -
-
57 92 97 
MS ~ spar baffle, top sta. 
- - - ~ - - - -- - - 16 44 43 
1 Flights in dry air . 
:Measured at 6-inch venturi. 
Based _ air tlCJ\V' to eJnpezmage, neglec;t1ng small amount of air tlOW' to wing Umer panel. 
5 Z6 
239 
--
3Z 85 
128 121 
69 83 
33 51 
56 51 
33 3~ 
43 42 
75 89 
4:1 4~ 
11 38 
40 61 
37 48 
27 42 
14 21 
11 16 
11 16 
69 52 
95 86 
76 40 
£G1" 
. 
7 
r\) 
<». 
250 
11Z 
140 
80 
40 
57 
33 
43 
109 
38 
52 
73 
61 
62 
~4 
17 
22 
60 
103 
42 
A-~3 
TABLE r 
OBSERYA T/ONS OF ThiE W//VOOWS OF ThI£ B-/7F A/RPLAN'E £)VR/NG FL/G.HT IN 
ICING CONDITIONS J TEST NUMBER 3 , 
WiNDOW 08SERVED /CIN6 .REMAR~ W/NDON O~~V£O IC/NG R£A4'ARKS 
D - AFT AFT- I PILOTS WlIVOS#IELO, A - SOLID ICE rl7HMA77a S IDE W//vOOWS, TAIL [):fJ A- LIGHT. SCATTERED I .mV£ R£AR V/EW, GUN COMPARTMENT, ICC' FORMATION'. ~ B-/VO ICE) KEPT CLE; INS/DE V/EW. BY HEAT/NG SYSTEM. 8 - CLEAR OF /C£. 
CO-PILO:r:s W/NDS#IEL4 £N77R£ WINOOW GVNNERS W/NOOW, D CLEAR OF ICe: TRVE /'f'EAR YIEW. COYEREO WITH ICE, ?AIL GVIV CONPAIf'T~r, COMPL.ETELY OLJSCU/f'ING F~NT WEW. VISION. 
P/CK-VP I'VI/vDO /IIfj CL.EAR Or ICE, h4IL 6t/N COMPARTHEN , L.,h'. SL.IOING WIN.ooW • FNa. 80TH WINDOWS WeR. 
IN PILOTS COMPMJM£, ~ CL.EAR OF ICE. FRONT VIEW. IMSIOE J/IEJIV. .R. I-/. OPPOS/Te: ~A FRONT OF FCiSEL.AG~ A-sauo FCWM.4770NS REAR V/EW, OF ICE. 
.90MtJSL6HT WINDOW, EN77RE WINDOW LJ-SPECKL£D PV/TH ICE. TRVe WEW SPECKLED W/TH IC~ REMAIN!)£!? CLEAR Or ICE. COMPL.E TEL. Y B 
OBSCVRING YIS/O/v' 
UPPER GVN TVRRET; 
t 
A - SOLID .&ORMATION 
TOP J/IEW. OP' ICE, REMAINDE/? 
CLEAR ~ ICE, 
_~O. ,o/f/O_ 
WAIST GVN W/NOOW$. LrA1J A - LIGHT, SCATTERED INS/DE VIEW, ~.. , ,' . . !' ICE FORMAT/ON. ' t ,. ,,:.; s - a- CLEAR OF /C£. 
L .h : R.N N 
- --- --------
\.0 
7/4BLE =r?I v-a 
06'SERYA TIO/VS OF THE WINOOWS OF THE /5 - /7F AIRPLANE LJURING F.LIGHT IN 
IC/NG CONDIT/ONS~ TESTS NUM8ER 4r,t 5 
W INDOW 08SERVED I CING ReMARKS WINDOW O LJSERVED ICING REMARKS 
CSA A PILOT S W INDSHIEL D, A - S OL ID COATIN G OF A -SOLID COATING ?RVe ReAR j/IEW: ICE Or ICE. 8 - NO ICE . KEP T CL64R 8AL L G VN T URRE.7;" BY rlEA T/NG S YSTEM. TOP J/IEJ1/. R E IWAINDER OF TURRET CLEAR OF IC£ 
CO-,P/LOTS WINDSHIELD, 8_ S OLID COATING OF --TRUE -"i'EAR j/IEW. ICE ON EN7/RE WINDOW. REGION A ~FWo. F)¥P __ 
HeAVIER THAI\! WAIS T GVN W INOOWS; ~ ~ 80TH I/VINDOJ1/S REGION B- INS IDE j/IEW. . :~-:: .; t.· .. SP6:::'KLEO w/TH Ie£. :~ .:.:.y .~~ ::::: L.N. SLIOING WINDOW --FWD 80TH WINDOWS WERE .. ... . : ~ ::.: I •• • ·, IN PILOTS COMPARTMENl, [ "1 CLEAR OF ICc . L.N. R.N INS/DE J//EW, R H. - AFT AFT--OPPOSITE; ~ SIDE ,WINDOWS, TAIL I I 80TH W INDOWS GVN CO~PARTMENr; r INSIDE j/IEW -i,:'\::;':::~,~:· :. SPECKL EO WITH ICE. BOMBSIGHT W INDOw., . ~ '. ' " ... ~' : .. : ~ : : : t' : : . , ... " , . ~ TRUE viEW RI06ES OF I CE> ,1 ,,;' : "'~ ';':"'; .~; ~:' :;: \':. :~ I COA4PLETEL Y Q8SCV..i'/Ml L . N. R .N 
1/ W/N.oow ~ IA -R..i'S T 08S£/I'VATlt::V'10 TWO GU'/vNERS WIN DOW, /'AIL GVN COMPARTMENT, . ' .... . . . RILJGE S ~ ICE ONLY. I .... ....... .. iB-L ATER OBSERVA T/ON, "cRONT VIEW. '~, ~ .~'.'.': ' ; :' ~ '~:" .: t, 8 E N77R£ WINOOW [) SP.B:::KL£O W/TH Ice. 
Fwo ~B 
-A - SOLIO COATING PICK-UP WINDO~ iiit::~;/;.:: 0~:~B ~ -fiRST oe.r£I?YAT/O~ TWO spors OF ICE ONL Y uPPER GVN TURRE7; t~mA Or IC£: . JAIL. GVN COMPARTMENl; Icr-LAT£R oesERVA770N, TOP Y/EW. FRONT VIEW. .. \ ~: (.} ::' .:' :"; : ': ' ;:'.::,\'.\'~~ ENTIRE W/NDOW B-SOL/O COAT/NG ~A.-J 
.s.RECKLeo WITH ICE. 
~lJ OF ICE, HEAJ/IER ~ A -S OLID COAT/NG, LIG#T T#AN A. F RON T OF ,FUSELAG~ ~ ICE. REMAIND..::R OF TO'RRET REAR j//£11I - 501..10 COATING. CLEAR OF ICE. H£AV/E~ THAN' A. C -RIDGES OF ICe; R£MA/NOER CLEAR OF Ice 
£e-y 
A-2} 
'laur. 1.- Tb. B-171 airplane ln .bloh the tbermal ice-prevention equ1pment baa 
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STA81L.IZER E OR ON LEFT SlOE OF OO'T'SAL & RN 
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NOTe: DASH NUM5ERS FOLLOWING T#ERMOCOUPLE 
NUMeERS /NDI CATE TYPE OF MOVNT//vG A S 
DETAIL.ED I N F/GURE ..34 OF REF. 3 . 
FiGURE 6.-LOCATION OF THER/wOCOUPLES FOR THe PeRFORAifANCE TESTS OF T~/£ 
e-/7F A/R,PLANE THERMAL /CE-PREVENT/ON SYST£M. 
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Figure 9.- Chordwise distribution of the ~kin temperature 
rise above ambient air temperature of the wing 
outer panel leading edge at stations 25 and 33. Test num-
ber 1; ambient air temperature, 30 F. 
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Figur e 10.- Chordwise di s t r i bution of the skin temperature 
rise ab ove ambient air tempera ture of the wing 
outer panel l eadi ng edge at s tations 20. 22 1/2 . 25. 29 
and 33. Te s t number 2; ambient air temperatur e, 4° F . 
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Figure 11.- Chordwise' distribution of the skin tamperature 
rise above ambient air temperature of the wing 
outer panel leading edge at stations 20, 22 1/2, 25, 29 
and 33. Test number 3; ambient air tdmperature, 260 F. 
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Figure 12.- Chordwise distribution of the skin temperature 
rise above- ambient a.ir temperature of the wing 
outer panel leading edge at stations 20 , 22 1/ 2, 25, 29 
and 33. Test number 41 ambien t air ternperature, 24 0 F. 
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Figure 13.- Chordwise distrit11 tion of t~e skin temperature 
r i s e a bove ambient air tempera ture of the wing 
ou t er panel leading ed~e at stations 20, 22 1/2. 25, 29 
and 33. Test number 5; a mbient air t emperatu re, 25° F. 
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Figure 14. - C1 oydwis e dist ribution of tr.e skin t eMpe rature 
ri 5e above aPlbient air t ernperat.urg of the wing 
out er panel leading €dge at s tations 20, 22 1/2 , 25, 29 
and 33. Test number 6; amo i ent air t emperature . 18° F. 
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Figure 15.- Chordwise distribution of the skin temperature 
rise above ambient air temperature of the wing 
outer panel leading edge at stations 20, 22 l/Z, 25, 29 
and 33. Test number 7; ambi~nt air temperature, 13° F. 
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NACA Figs. 16,19 
Figure 16.- Rime-ice formation on the right-hand land1ng-
light cover and on the unheated leading edge at 
the wing splice. The photograph was taken after landing 
from test 7. 
,igure 19.- Rime-ice formation on the lower lip and on the 
turn1ng vanes 1n the duct of the intercooler air 
inlet located in the left wing leadins edge outboard of na-
oelle 1, accumulated during test 7. (Photograpbed aft~r 
landing.) 
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NACA Fi gs. 17 , 18 
Figure 17.- Ice accumulation on the heated leading edge of 
tne right-hand wing between nacelles 3 and 4 
during test 7. 
Figure 18.- Ice format1on on the unheated leading edge of 
tbe left wing between nacelles 1 and 2, teat 7. 
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NACA Figs. 20,21 
figure 20.- Rime-ioe formation on the unheated wing leading 
edge and carburetor and intercooler air inlet. 
between the fuselage and the left 1nboard nacelle, acoumu-
lated during test 7. (Photograph taken after landing.) 
Figure 21.- Rime-ioe accumulations around the oarburetor and 
intercooler air inleta 1n the unheated wing lead-
ing edge between the fuselage and the right inboard nacelle 
during test 7. (Photograph taken after landing.) 
NACA Figs. 22,23 
Figure 22.- Ice accumulations on the leading edge of the 
left horizontal stabilizer during flight of 
February 23, 1943. 
AAL 
37708 
Figure 23.- Glaze-ice accumulation on leading edge of the 
right horizontal stabilizer at the tip, at mid-
span, and in scattered areas on the aft portion of the 
double skin during tests 4 and 5. 
NACA Figs. 24,25 
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'1gure 24.- Ice formatlon on the ~eft horizontal stab1l1zer 
aocumulated during testa 4 and 5. 
AAL 
3760B 
figure 25.- Ice formation on the lead1ng edge of the lett 
hor1zontal stabi11zer tip, on the aft portion of 
the double akin, and aft of the double akin on the upper and 
lower surfaoes, acaumulated dur1ng testa 4 and 5. 
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NACA Figs. 26 , 27 
AAl 
38548 
~igure 26.- Rime-ice accumulation on the left horizontal 
stabilizer during test 7 . 
Figure 27.- Rime-ice accumulation on the risht horizontal 
stabilizer tip during teet 7. (Photograph taken 
after la.nding.) 
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Figure 29.- The verti-
cal stabi-
lizer showing the ac-
cumulation of ice on 
the leading edge of 
the dorsal forward of 
the heated double skin, 
on the leading edge at 
the junction of the 
dorsal and fin, at the 
fin tip, and aft of 
tne leading edge during 
teste 4 and 5. 
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Figs. 28,29 
¥igure 28.- The ver-
tical 
stabilizer showing 
ice accumulation on 
tbe neated leading 
edge in the region 
of the dorsal and 
fin jOint, and on 
the unheated f orward 
portion of the dor-
sal during tests 4 
and 5. 
NACA Figs . 30,35 
figure 30.- Rime-ice formation on the heated leadtnK ~djg~ of 
the vertical stabilizer at th~ junctlon of the 
dorsal and fln, at the tip of the fln, and on the running 
lights on the forward portion of the dorsal during test 7. 
Figure 35.- Ri~e-ice formation on the forward side of the 
upper gun tllrret accumulated during test 7. 
(Photo~raph taken after landi ng. ) 
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l 
figUT8 31.- Icing of ~ilotts (left) and copilot's (right) wind-
shields during flight of February 23. 1943. the 
,hotograph shows the partial protection afforded the b&ated 
pilot's windshield. 
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figure 32.- Ioe acoumulation on the pilot's heated windshield 
during flight in iOing, test 3. 
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Figure 33.- Ice formation on the p1lot's and copilot's w1ndshield 
during test 3. The lower portion of the heated ~ilot.s 
windshield (on the r1ght) is clear of 1ce. 
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Figure 34.- The pilot's (left) and copilot's (right) windshields during teata 4 
and 5, after leaving the icing region. The heated pilot's windshielj 
is clear of ice . 
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NACA Figs . 36,37 
AAL 
3848B 
figure 36.- Rime-ice accumulation on the forward edge of the 
ball turret during test 7. (Photograph taken af-
ter landing.) 
Figure 37.- Rime-ice aocumulation on the front of the fuse-
landing. ) 
lage dur1ng test 7 . (Photograph taken after 
! -
NACA Fig. 38 
Figure 38.- Ice formation on the left inboard engine cowl 
accumulated during test 3. 
NAOA Fig. 39 
Figure 39.- Ice formation on the right inboard engine cowl 
accumulated during test 3. 
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NACA Figs. 40,42 
Figure 40.- The left engine nacelles showing ice accumula-
tions on toe leading edge of the cowls, and on 
toe lip of toe air inlet for the heat exchanger in the out-
board nacelle (oeneatn tne right nacelle) during teet 7. 
Figure 42.- Rime-ice accumulation on the unneated wing lead-
ing edge between the fuselage and the left in-
board nacelle during test 7. 
rigure 41.- the unheated wing leading edge, between the fuselage and the let' in-
board naoelle, showing ice formation acoumulated during teat 3. 
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NACA ~lgs. 43,44 
AAL 
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rigure 43.- Ice aooumulations on t he drift sight (left oen-
tel' in photograph), loop-antenna hous ing, and 
the left airspeed mast during t est 7 . (Photograph taken af-
ter landing.) 
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Fi gure 44.- Ice accumu- , 
lation on 
the right airspeed mast 
during test 7. (Photo-
graph taken after land-
ing. ) 
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NACA FigS. 45,46 
Figure 45.- Ice accUMulations on the ice-indicating strut 
and on the lead-in antenna wire ot the liaison 
radio. Photograph was taken after landing from test 7 -
Figure 46.- Ice acoumulation on the ice-indicat1ng strut, 
mounted on the left side of the fuselage at the 
radio compartment during the flight on February 23, 1943. 
(Photograph taken after land1ng.) 
